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Get your customized blueprint
for success in the AWS cloud

Charting a course to excellence: accomplish your cloud ambitions with AWS’s Cloud
Adoption Framework and T-Systems’ professional support
For most organizations, the question isn’t if they should move
the cloud, but how. Adopting Amazon Web Services delivers
immense benefits, such as increased business agility, greater
operational efficiencies, reduced costs, and improved security.

Speed your journey and avoid the classic pitfalls
with our Migration Readiness Assessment

However, the transition to the cloud is complex; it takes a holistic
approach involving numerous considerations.

Business Capability Focused

The principal challenges of cloud migration
Making the wrong choices during the crucial early days and weeks
of planning a cloud migration can cost an organization dearly.
A stalled launch or poor execution can set progress back by
months or even years. Organizations commonly wrestle with:
• Operational processes – understanding their current state
and the transition necessary to achieve the target state

The Six Perspectives of the AWS Cloud Adoption Framework (CAF)
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Technical Capability Focused

• Applications – application performance and dependencies
• Governance – existing business rules and policies,
and additional rules and regulations
• Security and compliance – mitigating risk and enforcing
security policies
• People and culture – change management, embedded
‘tribal’ knowledge, known and hidden cultural issues
• Decommissioning – of the on-premises technical environment
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€1,800* for one day,
including assessment,
workshop & recommendations

What does the Migration Readiness
Assessment involve?

The value of your assessment; are you ready
to leverage the AWS cloud?

Best practice and tried and tested methodologies are vital!
Applying the six perspectives of the AWS Cloud Adoption
Framework, we will give you the insights and guidance you
need to embark on your cloud journey with total confidence.

We will equip you with the insights you need to chart your course
to the cloud the right way and achieve your ambitions.

Over one day for the highly competitive price of €1,800*,
our team will:
• Conduct an in-depth assessment of your current environment,
including your business and technology goals and objectives
• Engage with your users and stakeholders to ensure all areas
of your organization are both represented and understood

• Understand your current position as the starting point for your
cloud journey
• See your organization’s strengths and weaknesses in a cloud
migration context
• Learn what actions are necessary for closing gaps and solving
fundamental issues before migration

• Present our expert analyses and actionable recommendations
at a Migration Readiness Assessment workshop
Kick-start your cloud migration plans, and let us partner you on your journey
Our team of experts and partners work in harmony to understand your status quo and
cloud readiness during our one-day assessment. Consider us an extension of your team.

Best fit &
best team

Scope of work

Your Migration Readiness Assessment workshop includes:
• An overview of our methodologies and deliverables
• The assessment itself, complying with the AWS Cloud Adoption Framework
• Short Q&A sessions with your stakeholders, e.g., C-level, program manager,
network, security, operations, IT infrastructure, and finance colleagues
• The workshop concludes with a summary report, your cloud readiness review
score, and customized recommendations on the next steps

9 am to 4 pm
Time to Invest

“With T-Systems’ help, we were able to transfer our applications
to a more powerful infrastructure without any downtimes.”
Johan Soegiarto, Corporate IT Director of MIKA

Contact
T-Systems International GmbH
Hahnstraße 43d
60528 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Email: aws-migration@t-systems.com
Internet: www.t-systems.com
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*Information & Conditions.
All prices are exclusive of VAT and will be charged as applicable This offer is aimed exclusively at business customers (no resellers, no partners). The implementation of the workshop depends on availability. The prerequisite
for these packages is that the customer is interested in a migration or optimization of their IT landscape and the relevant customer stakeholders are available to take part in the workshop (list available on request). This
document is for information purpose only and is not a binding offer. If you are interested, we will be happy to send you the relevant contract documents. These also detail the exact content of the service.
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Would you like to book a Migration Readiness Assessment or learn more? Get in touch!

